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LIVE LIKE MIKE (#6)
If You Like It (#4)
Anitewithyou (#1)

Exacta:  4-6/1-4-6, $4.  Tri:  4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-6, $4.  Daily Double:  4-6/3-4-6, $6.     
PARKER’S
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Been away nearly six weeks but she drops back to the level of her last win, can 
act from on or off the lead early and looks good to start the day.Similar to the top choice she faced a tough field in her most recent, she also 
drops in claiming price and appears the main threat to Live Like Mike.Stretch runner did get a perfect trip when second last, she can get part.

MYLADYSABITSHADY (#4)
Little Joker (#6)
Indian Power (#3)

Exacta:  4-6/3-4-6, cost $4. 
Couldn’t reach contention when facing stakes foes last and she was a vet scratch 
when sick on the 31st of July but she faces much easier today, expect big try.Good try when beaten a nose in her most recent, that race back back a bit slow 
for the level but she obviously is a huge threat.First time starter shows a fast gate work on July 21st, she must be considered.

HART MOUNTAIN (#4)
Double A. Prospect (#7)
Mysterious Man (#1)

Exacta:  4-7/1-4-7, $4.  Tri:  4-7/1-4-7/1-2-4-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  4-7/8/5, $1. 
Ran pretty well for third in his debut, he has every right to improve off that race, 
and should graduate.Stable mate of the top choice is bred to win early, he draws perfectly for his debut 
and should come out running.Ten lengths behind the top choice in his debut, he figures to improve however.

ON FIRE ALBERT (#8)
Parker’s Behr Cat (#2)
Secrets Last Chant (#9)

Exacta:    8/2-3-4-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   8/2-3-4-9/2-3-4-9, cost $6.   
Pick 3:   8/5/2-7-8, cost $3. Didn’t appear to care for routing last but he is back in a sprint, draws outside and 

should get a nice stalking trip, looks best.Hasn’t shown much in his last three starts but he did have some excuses and ran 
well in his debut back in mid June, should get a piece.Has decent tactical speed and should be close by right from the start.

KAIULANI (#5)
Heart’s Melody (#4)
Delight Me (#3)

Exacta:  5/3-4-7, $3.  Tri:  5/3-4-7/3-4-6-7, $4.50.  Pick 3:  5/2-7-8/2-3-6, $4.50. 
Well beaten two weeks ago when a distant fourth but this is clearly much easier 
and she figures to be heavily bet.Decent second after a wide trip in her most recent, she drops in claiming price 
and should be able to save some ground on the turn from this post.Been away nearly a year but her two workouts here were fast, can’t be ignored.

ENDLESS CRUISE (#2)
Confisio (#8)
Dallon’s Gold (#7)

Exacta:  2/7-8, 7-8/2, $4.  Tri:  2/7-8/3-4-6-7-8, $4.  Pick 3:  2/2-3-6/4-7, $3.
Connections suspiciously drop this one in claiming price after a nice win in fast 
time and Bowen ends up elsewhere but he clearly is the one to beat.Made a big run leaving the turn when beating similar last, he comes right back at 
the same level and again should be flying in the stretch.Cooked in a speed duel last, moves outside, could spring a mild upset.

Super:   5/3-4-7/3-4-6-7/3-4-6-7, $1.80.  Pick 5:  5/2/2-3-6/4-7/2-4-6, cost $9.

Super:   8/2-3-4-9/2-3-4-9/2-3-4-6-9, $3.60. 

Super:  4-7/1-4-7/1-2-4-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 7:  4-7/8/5/2/2-3-6/4-7/2-4-6, $7.20. 

Super:   4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-9/1-2-3-4-6-8-9, $4.80.  

Super:  4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $1.60.  Pick 3:  4-6/3-4-6/4-7, $6.  Pick 4:  4-6/3-4-6/4-7/8, $6. 

Super:  2/7-8/3-4-6-7-8/3-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 4:  2/2-3-6/4-7/2-4-6, cost $9.

Trifecta:  4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-9, $6.
Pick 3:  3-4-6/4-7/8, $3.
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OUTDIDYA (#6)
Daves Birthday Boy (#2)
Glitter of Silver (#3)

Exacta:  2-6/2-3-6, cost $4. 

Veteran seems to find trouble as he easily could have won any of the four races he 
ran second in here this year but he tries hard and he last won at this distance.
Took the lead early and was never threatened in a big win over much easier 
last, he steps up today but again will have to be caught.
Close third in the same heat as the top two, he could spring a mild upset.

Super:   2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-7/all, $4.80.

BIG HAT CHARLIE (#4)
Shared Life (#7)
My Chief (#6)

Exacta:    4-7/4-6-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   4-7/4-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, $6. 
Daily Double:   4-7/4-6, $4.

Just missed with a nice stretch run against a good field for the level last, he 
tries routing on the dirt for the first time today, expect another big try.
Fourth when facing some tough horses in his most recent, he last won at this 
level and distance one race back, should be right there late.
Hasn’t won in a while but he is capable of better, move to a route may help.

VOLUME TWELVE (#6)
Split Pairs (#4)
De Kafinator (#2)

Exacta:  4-6/2-4-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   4-6/2-4-6/1-2-4-6-7, $6.

While he’s lost four straight as the favorite he has been pretty consistent, draws 
well and again gets call.
Stretch runner was only a length behind the top choice last and he did have a 
bit of trouble mid backstretch, he might get right trip.
Comes off a better than looks effort last, he could surprise at a nice price.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Afternoon, August 20th, 2016

Super:  4-6/2-4-6/1-2-4-6-7/1-2-4-5-6-7, cost $3.60.

Super:  4-7/4-6-7/2-4-5-6-7/2-4-5-6-7-8-9, $4.80. 

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
 ON FIRE ALBERT in the fourth.
         KAIULANI in the fifth. DE KAFINATOR in the ninth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 3, $1 Exacta:  4-7/1-4-7, cost $4.

Tri: 2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-7, $6.  
Pick 3:  2-3-6/4-7/2-4-6, $9. 
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GLACKEN TOO (#4)
Boone Docks (#7)
Moments Notiz (#10)
JOHANN’S COMMAND (#10)
Sir Matador (#8)
Atomic Action (#6)
PERFECTLY MAJESTIC (#1)
Itsinthepost (#7)
Boozer (#2)

PRAY HARD (#8)
Old Man Lake (#3)
Horse Greedy (#1)
VIVA VEGAS (#7)
Little Nati (#4)
Diva La Mousse (#2)
MOKAT (#3)
Barleysugar (#5)
Stays in Vegas (#10)
TWIRLING (#4)
Ketos (#10)
Moe Candy (#2)
ASHLEYLUVSSUGAR (#8)
Flamboyant (#7)
Finnegans Wake (#9)
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Del Mar Golden Gate Evangeline
Race Selections for Saturday, August 20th, 2016

CALIFORNIA CHROME (#1)
Dortmund (#8)
Beholder (#7)

COUNT ON ME (#2)
Blazing Image (#3)
I’mcomingthrough (#4)
SPECIAL SUMMER (#5)
Hallie Jae (#4)
Kuuipo (#2)
PINEDA (#6)
Forever Us (#7)
Cahira’s Dream (#3)

NEW KARMA (#7)
Bold Fantasy (#4)
Awesome Silver (#2)
CALL MY BLUFF (#7)
Dancing Ava (#8)
Slew’s Charm (#2)
TRUTHORCONSEQUENCE (#4)
Dance for Me Baby (#3)
Cliff’s Turn (#6)
HE’S A PEPPER (#2)
My Discretion (#3)
Crusher (#5)
CARVILLE (#12)
Shackmeister (#1)
Hekili Storm (#13)
ROSE AMONG THORNS (#2)
She’s My Cookie (#3)
Regal Lady (#8)

FIVE CARD CONGRESS (#3)
V Double U (#7)
Hawaiian Chase (#4)
BLUE FORTY TWO (#8)
Castleberg (#4)
Big Peps (#2)
IM STILL KICKIN (#7)
Estrella (#4)
Life Is a Gift (#2)

SEASIDE CANDY (#5)
Giant Cruiser (#4)
Hyper Piper (#3)
MALIBU COURT (#2)
Little Mario (#5)
My Buddy Chuck (#8)
GREAT MAJESTIC (#4)
White Oak Swamp (#3)
Celtic Lass (#1)
TOP CAT BOOGIE (#5)
Aaron’s Bluff (#1)
Grande Basin (#4)
SIR GENGHIS (#6)
Four Leaf Chief (#1)
Tough Customer (38)
IDEAHO (#7)
Zee Way (#9)
Carmens Good Karma (#6)

INTO THE MYSTIC (#3)
Flamingo Lane (#9)
B Rockett (#8)

CARLSBAD MOUNTAIN (#2)
Alex Rossi (#6)
Ladies Man (#1)

Race 11, Del Mar:


